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About This Game

In Scavenger, you play as a broken space ship. With nothing but your ships' core, that powers everything else, and a cockpit, you
must use your tractor beam to attach components to your ship, and survive.

With over 30 different modules to discover, upgrade or find, every ship offers something new. From first generation double
barreled cannons, to upgraded, second generation turrets like the Deathbeam, lay waste to as many enemies as you can.

Discover components and modules for your ship

Upgrade by combining modules together, to create more powerful, newer generations of turrets

Fight bosses, and proceed in an ever increasing difficulty
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A fun and very challenging game, I still have yet to figure out how to turn up a profit. Not to mention, it's free, meaning it's at
least worth a try.. Good piece of software but very limited. Only has 4 ways with no options of falling down, sleeping, casting
etc. I may recommend it if you don't have game maker VX ace but if you do, you can do almost exactly the same on that
software which also includes things to make an actual game!. Tomato Way all the way!!

Play this under the influence of something, and have at it. You will not regret it.

And I just screamed cause I seen there's a Tomato Way 2!!!!. Pretty cool. The level design was amazing. There was so much
detail and it all looked great. SDE takes away a lot of details at long distances though (but that's gen 1 hardware). Unfortunately
they catered to the lowest common denominator in VR which is the rift without touch so you don't have hands. They could have
spent a little extra time with motion controllers and made things grabbable and it would've been a lot more fun. I'm not event
sure it was fun but it was really nice to look at and free so I'd still recommend it. Glad to see AAA quality stuff in VR and I
can't wait for a full Deus Ex VR game.. It’s a fun game!. platformer with "mario coin" sound and +-10minutes playtime

. Fantastic DLC By a Fantastic Company

10\/10

Highly recomend. Metal as ♥♥♥♥ is one of these games where you're expecting to find an RPG adventure of epicness only to
find out that not only is it epic but it's as the title suggest Metal as ♥♥♥♥ !

It is packed to the brim of reference to the metal scene and most of all Pantera which I believe there's a reason behind and the
writing is comedic enough to make it a good time. If I had something to say about that game is that I would have appreciated
more METAL culture assets for the characters as they appear quite generic.

Needless to say I recommend :) cause despite the not so long time spent on it every minute makes it a great indie title for the
metal head. This is a good adaptation of the card game. At the sale price of $2 it is a steal, though I would say it's still worth it
for full price of $5. Depending on how you set it up, you can quickly play a game against the computer in five minutes or so.

Edit: I still recommend this, but there's a bug that causes the game to freeze in classic mode when playing to 5000 points. I
haven't had problems playing to 1000.. Amazing soundtrack. The first track is pretty cool, I liked the vocal. The songs fit
perfectly with the atmosphere of this VN! Definitely recommended.
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Let's say the game have potential. That's it.

- Orrible UI.
- Servers not adeguated to the number of players.
- Not even an explanation on what key press for play.
- Graphic / Animations are orrible. Didnt then even try?
- Gameplay seems to much "cheaty" and not responsive ( even with only a little lag at 3 A.M )

At this state of development i would not raccomend this game to anyone.

-> 2/10 "An idea with a game -not- built around". pro:
+lovely graphics
+nice mechanics and physics
+good sound

neg:
-needs a remake!
-could be longer (you should need days of gaming to finish it!! :P). Good game with awesome 8-bit colors. Recommended
getting it!. nice simulator from TML studios. maybe a sequel to bus simulator 2008 & 2009 that they did not publish or develop.
Another abandoned game that started life with a ton of promise. Developer abused early access and then dropped this without a
comment and hasn't been seen for years. Valve really needs to up their game about dealing with unscrupulous developers who
take people's money and run.
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